
Cookie Type Purpose

age_confirmed Operational
It is used to allow the user access to the website after  age self-

declaration  

cookies_selected Operational Used to know if user confirmed accepting cookies

dw_migrated Operational Flag migration of cookies from old-to-new

promo_toolbar Operational Defines whether the login-toolbar should be displayed

siteLang Operational sets the language of the site presented to the user

siteMatKey Operational used to identify the session of the user

_dc_gtm_UA-69424936-82 Operational

This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to 

load other scripts and code into a page. Where it is used it may be 

regarded as Strictly Necessary as without it, other scripts may not 

function correctly. The end of the name is a unique number which is 

also an identifier for an associated Google Analytics account.

iqosrw-_ga Performance

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This 

cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly 

generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page 

request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign 

data for the sites analytics reports.

dw_Technical_cookie Performance Technical Opt-in (GA) cookie selection

_ga Performance
Used to distinguish users thanks to a randomly generated identifier 

(combination of a timestamp and random number)

_gid Performance

Used to group a set of user interactions together to define a session, 

thanks to a randomly generated identifier (combination of a 

timestamp and random number)

_gcl_au Performance

Contains campaign related information for a user. It takes 

information in ad clicks and stores it in this cookie so that website 

conversions can be attributed outside the landing page.

kppid Targeting/Advertising

This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the 

website and any advertising that the end user may have seen before 

visiting the said website.

dw_Advertisement_cookie Targeting/Advertising remembers the user prferences for Tracking/Advertising cookies.



__wyng_visitor_id Targeting/Advertising
This is a cookie pattern that appends a unique identifier for a 

website visitor, used for tracking purposes.


